With the Lloyd Library closed and librarians working from home, we're using the time to share our collections and collaborate with our partners online. Making digital content available is more important than ever. We're creating more content and looking forward to keeping you informed through this newsletter, social media and our website.

**Women and Nature Digitized Books Online**

While we wait to reopen our doors, we'd like to share another treasure from our *Women and Nature* exhibition: Sarah Price's 1864 work *Illustrations of the Fungi of Our Fields and Woods*. This book with its wonderful color illustrations is one of two digitized books from the current exhibit available online. If you haven't yet seen *The Instructive Picture Book* featured in our last email newsletter, visit the exhibit link.

**Lloyd's Flora Graeca Makes Top Blog Post**

Reflecting the expeditions of English botanist John Sibthorp in the 18th century, his work *Flora Graeca* is truly remarkable for its rarity and beautiful hand-colored images of Mediterranean plants. As one of the Lloyd Library's crown jewels, *Flora Graeca* was featured in a recent post by the Biodiversity Heritage Library. Not only did BHL profile the work itself, but also spotlighted the Lloyd's own copy--one of only 25 worldwide--used for the digitized illustrations. As the most popular post in February, it had over 16,000 visits from over 14,000 unique visitors to the blog.

**Cannabis Exhibit Makes CityBeat Best Of Cincinnati**
CityBeat selected the Lloyd's 2019 exhibition *Through the Rx Bottle* as the Staff Pick for "Best Historical Dive into Medical Cannabis" in this year's Best of Cincinnati issue. The exhibit traced 400 years of cannabis-based medicine, incorporating the Lloyd's collection of botanical and medical works alongside pharmacy antiques and artifacts in collaboration with The Cannabis Museum of Athens, Ohio. Although the physical exhibit closed in August, a digital version is currently in production.

**Vesalius Woodcut Donated to Lloyd**

The Lloyd Library recently received several donations, including an original woodcut from *De Humani Corporis Fabrica* by Andrea Vesalius from 1555. Sandra and Stephen Joffe, board members of the Vesalius Trust for Visual Communication in the Health Sciences, donated this rare print. Stephen Joffe also donated a copy of *The Fabrica of Andreas Vesalius*, a biography of Vesalius which he co-authored.

**Lloyd Library is Closed--Stay Tuned for Re-opening Dates**
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